
Dr. Dee Preston Dillon has long been an idol of mine.  Her dedication to her passions 
and the field of Play Therapy and Sand Tray are truly awe inspiring.  I had the incredible fortune 
to take a course from her in college working towards my mental health degree eight years ago. 
Dr. Dee’s leadership, inspired me to not only build the basics by learning foundational skills but 
also to look for the deeper meanings.  Her instruction lead me reflect internally and practice 
application of the text book skills in a very real way.  

Graciously Dr. Dee went above and beyond to facilitate priceless instructional 
experiences by working with me to offer an adjust sand tray training through one of the 
college’s honors organizations.  Dr. Dee graciously gifted the group this training; donating her 
time, sharing her materials and unparalleled expertise.  The lasting impressions and ongoing 
opportunities for personal reflection from this session, continue with me today. 

Recently, I again had the opportunity to participate in a sand certificate program led by 
Dr. Dee Preston Dillon.  Dee consistently creates not only a safe, but truly a majestic space 
around her.  Her vast wealth of knowledge and considerate scaffolding for learning 
opportunities in a supportive fashion is so distinctive.  Dr. Dee has an informed, authentic 
readily approachable style which facilitate a comfortable setting for educational risk taking.  

Case consultation was a monthly element of the certificate program I have participated 
in.  During the course of the various case consults, I brought up a particularly emotionally 
charged case.  Changes in my work setting occurred and I found myself seeking Dr. Dee’s 
wisdom.  In sharing the case, I began to shed tears as I expressed my appreciation and gratitude 
for the time working with this particular child.  She kindly held the energetic space, allowed me 
to continue feeling my grief but masterfully inspired me with how to move through these 
feelings.  She validated my work with the child and reassured me of the lasting positive impact I 
made.  She supported and encouraged my authentic feelings of love and appreciation for the 
child I’d spent many moments and shared interactions.  

Dr. Dee Preston Dillon is an incredible teacher, leader, and individual.  She motivates me 
bring my authentic, whole self to the work that I do.  She inspires me to keep hope, 
perspective, and treasure precious moments within this beautiful, but challenging field.  


